We present measurements of neutron scattering from solid 4 He at high momentum transfer. The solid is held close to the melting line at molar volume 20:87 cm 3 =mol and temperature T 1:6 K. From the data, we determine the shape of the momentum distribution, nk, of atoms in the solid and the leading final state contribution to the scattering. We show that nk in this highly anharmonic, quantum solid differs significantly from a Gaussian. The nk is more sharply peaked with larger occupation of low momentum states than in a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, as found in liquid 4 He and predicted qualitatively by path integral Monte Carlo calculations. The atomic kinetic energy is hKi 24:25 0:30 K. If nk is assumed to be Gaussian, as is usually the practice, a hKi 10% smaller is obtained.
In classical systems (gases, liquids, or solids) the atomic momentum distribution nk is given by the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution [1, 2] . This is because the atomic momentum p hk and the position x are independent variables and nk is always a Gaussian, independent of the interatomic potential. In classical, isotropic systems, nk 2 2 ÿ3=2 expÿ k 2 2 2 with width 2 hk 2 Q i projected along an axis Q given by the equipartition theorem for the kinetic energy, hKi kT. In quantum systems, k and x are interdependent and nk depends on the potential Vx seen by the atoms.
It is of great interest to measure the shape of nk in highly quantum systems. However, the shape has been determined in relatively few cases; in liquid 4 He [3, 4] , liquid Ne [5] , and of H atoms in KH 2 PO 4 [6] . Our goal is to determine nk in a monatomic, pure, but highly anharmonic solid where there are predictions of both Gaussian [7] and non-Gaussian [8] nk using Green function Monte Carlo (GFMC) [7] and path integral Monte Carlo (PIMC) [8] methods, respectively. We show that nk in solid 4 He is significantly more sharply peaked, with a larger occupation of low momentum states than a Gaussian. The distribution is similar in shape to that observed in liquid 4 He [3, 4] and in qualitative agreement with PIMC [8] . We find an atomic kinetic energy hKi that agrees with recent measurements [9] and with Monte Carlo calculations [7, 8] .
The momentum distribution of atoms in condensed matter can be measured by inelastic neutron scattering at high momentum transfer [10 -14] . This method has been used to measure [3] the condensate fraction in nk of superfluid 4 He and the width 2 or the atomic kinetic energy, in a wide range of systems [14 -17] including solid helium [9, 18, 19] . In this technique, high energy incoming neutrons (having short wavelength) scatter from single atoms (single nuclei) in the material. For a momentum transfer hQ from the neutron to the struck atom, the energy transfer is h!
where hk and hk Q are, respectively, the initial and the final momentum of the struck atom. This assumes that the struck atom recoils freely with frequency ! R hQ 2 =2m and velocity v R hQ=m. The energy transfer depends on the initial momentum hk of the struck atom. As a result, the observed dynamic structure factor (DSF) is ''Doppler broadened'' in ! by the initial momentum distribution of the atoms and is given by [10, 13, 16] 
In this ''impulse approximation'' (IA), S IA Q; ! depends only on a single ''y scaling'' variable y ! ÿ ! R =v R and is conveniently expressed as
where, as before,
In real liquids and solids, the struck atom does not recoil freely but rather interacts with its neighbors. Including these final state (FS) effects, the exact JQ; y at high Q is [10] JQ; y
where JQ; s is the exact intermediate DSF. Experiments are analyzed essentially by expanding JQ; s [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] 10, 20] and fitting the expanded expression to the data. We have used a cumulant expansion [4, 5, 10 ] of JQ; s denoted the ''additive approach'' (AA). In this case a Gaussian nk in the IA is retained exactly (the second cumulant) and VOLUME
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075301-1 0031-9007=04=93 (7)=075301 (4) The Sears expansion [20] of JQ; y is an expansion of the FS function RQ; y with the exact J IA y retained. In all previous implementations of the Sears expansion, a Gaussian J IA y has been assumed. With this assumption the Sears expansion to second order in FS contributions is the same as (4) and (5) with 4 0.
The experiment was performed on the MARI neutron spectrometer at the ISIS spallation neutron source at Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, U.K. MARI is a direct geometry, time-of-flight spectrometer. We used an incident neutron energy of 750 meV. The solid 4 He was contained in a cylindrical Al sample cell of 5 cm diameter and 5 cm high. To minimize multiple scattering, the cell was first split into six smaller cylindrical sections using highly neutron absorbing boron nitride. Second, the secondary neutron flight path was collimated. Multiple scattering, if present, is observed as additional broad intensity at large recoil energies (larger y) which was not observed (see Fig. 1 ).
The solid 4 He sample was grown using the ''blocked capillary method.'' Liquid 4 He at high pressure in the cell was cooled toward the melting line until solid formed in the capillary and blocked (isolated) the cell containing a fixed amount of 4 He (fixed molar volume). The block was observed at P 50:5 0:3 bars and T 2:32 0:02 K, which corresponds to liquid on the melting line at a molar volume of V 20:87 0:07 cm 3 =mol [23] . The cell was then cooled to T 1:60 0:02 K at which point it becomes full of solid 4 He near the hcp-bcc phase boundary [24] . A neutron diffraction measurement immediately prior to the inelastic measurement showed the hcp phase. Figure 1 shows the net scattering intensity from solid 4 He at two wave vector transfers Q. The data are JQ; y folded with the instrument resolution function (dotted lines in Fig. 1) . A Monte Carlo simulation was used to calculate the instrumental resolution [25] . The neutron scattering experiment was simulated using the known instrument parameters, sample cell geometry, and a 4 He recoil scattering function model for the sample. The incident neutron beam characteristics were modeled using the Ikeda-Carpenter [26] speed and time distribution function with the adjustable parameters determined from a fit to the experimental monitor peaks before and after the sample. The result is a scattering intensity that is a convolution between the instrumental resolution function and the model scattering function. The instrumental resolution function is then deconvoluted from the simulation at each wave vector.
The solid line in Fig. 1 shows a fit of JQ; y given by Eq. (4), folded with the instrument resolution function, to the data with 2 , 3 , and 4 taken as free fitting parameters. The fit is clearly excellent. A similar fit was made at Q values in steps Q 0:5 A ÿ1 in the range
The resulting values of 2 , 3 , and 4 are shown as a function of Q 2 in Fig. 2 . The dashed lines in Fig. 2 show fits of Eq. (5) to the observed n . In the case of 2 and 3 , we required that the fit of Eq. (5) pass through the origin. The 2 , a 3 =, and 4 are given by the slope of fits in Fig. 2 required that the intercept be positive in the fit. The data were not precise enough to determine a value of a 4 , and this represents the limits of the precision of the data. We could determine only three parameters, 2 , a 3 =, and 4 , which are listed in Table I as the AA.
The nk is determined by 2 (the width of the Gaussian component) and by the fourth cumulant 4 which is the leading deviation from the Gaussian. The kurtosis 4 2 2 0:40 is positive so that nk is sharper than a Gaussian. Assuming an isotropic distribution [27] , the nk corresponding to our observed JQ; y in Eq. (4) is given by Eq. (11) of Ref. [22] and is depicted in Fig. 3 . The a 3 = value in Table I agrees with the values of a 3 = 2:43 0:25 [3] and a 3 = 3:3 0:3 [21] observed in superfluid and normal liquid 4 He, respectively. We also analyzed the present data using the CA [3, 10] in which a final state function RQ; y is needed. We used the RQ; y determined for liquid 4 He with parameters (3) fixed at their liquid 4 He values . (Note that the leading FS parameter a 3 = in RQ; y is the same in the solid and in the liquid.) The values of 2 and 4 obtained by fitting the CA to the data are also shown in Table I and agree with the AA values.
The longitudinal momentum distribution J IA y, defined by Eq. (2) and expanded in the AA, is given by Eq. (4) Table I . We see that 2 and hKi agree with both our observed values and the value hKi 24:5 K quoted by Ceperley [8] . This confirms that the Gaussian components of the observed and PIMC J IA y are really the same. The PIMC value is somewhat smaller than our observed value. The GFMC [7] nk is Gaussian for jkj & 3:5
A. It has a slightly non-Gaussian tail for jkj * 3:5
A, but at these k values nk is too small to be observed (see Fig. 3 ). In normal liquid 4 He, the shape of the calculated PIMC and observed nk agreed within the statistical errors ( 0:57). In liquid Ne, a smaller 0:10 0:07 was observed [5] . Figure 5 shows the current hKi 24:25 K at V 20:87 cm 3 =mol along with earlier observed and calculated values. The hKi appears to depend chiefly on the molar volume and little on the structure in the solid or whether it is liquid or solid [8, 27] . We found a 10% lower hKi value if we fitted a Gaussian nk to the data. Thus agreement of the present with previous observed hKi values in which a Gaussian nk was assumed may be fortuitous.
In summary, the present observed nk in solid helium has higher occupation in low k states than a Gaussian, Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. This reflects probably the anharmonic nature of this quantum solid. The nk has qualitatively the same shape as observed in superfluid and normal liquid 4 He but the deviation from a Gaussian is 30% smaller in the solid. This deviation was predicted by PIMC calculations, in quantitative agreement with experiment in the liquid and qualitative agreement in the solid.
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